
Key Parameters

Economic Indicators

We are in the election year and are seeing volatility in both the debt and equity 
markets. Here’s how we are looking at it. 
 
Global Economy – 
The trade pact between USA and China is still to be finalized and we are seeing 
the impact of it in the world growth numbers. We are seeing the impact of the 
slowdown in the latest number from EURO zone. If the trade pact gets finalized 
there will certainly be a boost to future world growth numbers with the two largest 
of the economies starting to trade and grow again. Inflation hasn’t picked up 
worldwide either and we don’t expect it to move in a major way in any direction in 
the medium term. 
We, overall believe that growth and inflation numbers are going to be sluggish for 
the next 2 years. 
 
Indian Economy - 
The economy will be sluggish to say the least for the next couple of years until 
credit growth picks up, after the much-needed rationalization and provisioning that 
was done. Though the Govt, in their endeavor to boost the economy, has been 
running a number of credit schemes for the small and medium enterprises, the 
large companies are finding it difficult to raise capital from the markets/ banks to 
fuel their organic and inorganic growth. Once the credit cycle bottoms out, we 
expect to see more improvement in the economic indicators for India. 
Inflation is expected to continue to remain in the RBI’s comfort zone, we expect 
another cut in the rates in the near term to bring more liquidity and credit 
availability in the system on the backdrop of the slower than expected growth in 
India. The central bank will also face the challenge of passing the rate cuts to the 
consumer and will take the necessary steps to balance system liquidity and credit 
growth. We are in the election year and expect a bit of widening in the fiscal 
deficit numbers with the SOPs and social spend that is generally the norm in such 
cases. We expect demand to increase in the rural economy because of such 
spends that might happen and sectors depending on these economies should do 
well for the next 3-4 quarters. With the real rate of savings (return -inflation) being 
positive for the last 2 years there is an increase in consumer spend being 
witnessed in the Urban economy as well and that should help the overall economy 
and sustain the topline numbers for most of the consumer sectors. 
 
Whichever Govt forms, over the next term the focus would be on GST compliance 
to ensure better tax collections and reduction in fiscal deficit and consolidation of 
Govt finances. That being said, because of the compliance one can expect the 
price difference between the organized and the unorganized segments to reduce 
drastically, which in turn will move more business to the organized players in the 
segment/ system. 
 
Equity markets – 
We expect markets to be volatile till the election run-up but overall a lot needs to 
happen on the earnings side for the markets to really give a meaningful movement 
and return. We expect the mid and small cap space to benefit from the transition 
of business from the unorganized to the organized segments because of GST 
compliance and with the recent correction that has happened should provide good 
downside cover and better upside. NBFC as a sector has been beaten down and 
should see improvement once liquidity stabilizes in the credit space. 
 
Debt Markets – 
With the slowdown in growth numbers, we expect atleast one rate cut in the near 
term and the credit space which has taken a beating in the last 2-3 quarters 
because of either defaults or downgrades should see some respite in the near 
future, if the central bank manages the liquidity and depth of the market. That 
said, we think the elevated yields in the corporate credit space will provide a good 
opportunity to invest in this space. 
 
 

Market Commentary

NIFTY- 11150(5.09%)

SENSEX - 37000 (3.14%)

DOLLAR- 
Rs69.90(-1.83%)

GOLD - $ 1281.40(4.06%)

OIL - $65.52(5.53%)

GDP ANNUAL GROWTH 
RATE-6.40%

INFLATION RATE-  2.07%

FOREX RESERVES - $403.13 
 Bn

GSec 10 YR 
YIELD-7.50% (-0.36%)

INTEREST RATE-6.25%

CAD-(-$19.80) Bn

SERVICES PMI- 52.20 Index  
Points

MANUFACTURING 
PMI-53.10 Index Points

Monthly Outlook - March 2019



Short Term- Over Weight
Long Term- Neutral Weight

• Change in corporate earnings and private capex 
• Change in interest rate policies, crude prices 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Over Weight
Long Term- Over Weight

• RBI reduced the repo rate to 6.25% in its recent policy and projected inflation at 
4.7-4.8% in H2 FY19  which is within comfort zone of inflation (4+/- 2%) for RBI 
• Reduced bond yelds due to Consistent buying from RBI through OMOs, RBI has 
keenly focoused on boosting growth as the inflation is well below its target 
• Credit space has seen good amount of volatility in recent times. With the increased 
spreads, There certainly shows an opportunity for investors in short-term. 

• Global commodity price movements. 
• Fed rate guidance and inflation gap in India. 
• Reversal in bond yields due to global events 
• Reversal in inflation data 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Neutral Weight

Long Term- Neutral Weight
• Pause in US FED rate hikes this year could benefit Emerging economies over 
next 1 years for FPI money to come in. So we maintain neutral stance because of 
uncertainites over the trade scenario between US & China 

• US policy changes and the effects of the fiscal deficit management. 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy

What can change our 
view

CURRENCY OUTLOOK

EQUITY OUTLOOK

DEBT OUTLOOK

Why

Why

Why
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• In short term markets are expected to react to any news on trade deal between 
US & China and  upcoming General Elections 
• Pick up in earnings growth, government policies, government reforms will impact 
markets in the medium to long term. Using the volatility in the market to accumalte 
quality large and midcap stocks is good opportunity for investors to invest for long 
term 
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